
INNOVATING THROUGH TOUGH TIMES 

 

Shri Rajesh Argal,  

Divisional Railway Manager, E.Rly, Malda 

“Power of Ideas” is a use worn cliché which is rarely 

understood. New ideas form the foundation of human 

struggle for survival. Innovations pave the way for 

development against environmental constraints. Are 

innovations and ideas the same thing? In fact, innovations are 

the applied ideas which pass through the route of prototyping 

and product development. Indian Railways are facing a 

number of constraints in their growth but, not growing is not 

an option. This behemoth of an organization requires 

constant innovative thrust to match its services to the ever 

growing expectations.  In order to keep its growth curve 

above a arithmetic pattern and to break conventional mould, 

innovations are a must. Dreams of exponential growth or 

improvement are often suffocated by financial limitations 

and practicability of time scales This is the macro side of 

innovations. Such innovations may have to put on back 

burner in absence of adequate funding. Does this mean that 

in an environment of fund constraints, the organization has 

no choice but to be chained to the conventional methods and 

shun innovations? 

 

There can be another way to look at innovations which I would 

like to call these Micro Innovations. Such innovations only need 

micro inputs to bring game changing impact in a specific area. 

Malda Division has unleashed a spree of micro innovations 

which have been found very useful and are easily adoptable. I 

would like to highlight some of these as I walk through this 

article. 

 

1. Bank Protection Work at Maharajpur. 

Continuity of Sahibganj loop line has been threatened for past 

many years due to erosion of the embankment by Ganges. It 

was almost believed that an investment of about Rs. 150 crores 

was imminent to construct an alternate alignment. Work of 

Bank protection between stations Maharajpur & Sakrigali at 

km. 219/2 to 219/16 was taken in hand on 2
nd

 April’2012 and 

completed in record of 04 months’ time on 31.08.2012 at total 

cost of Rs. 8.34 crore approx. The success of this work can be 

adjudged from the fact that similar works done by Bihar, 

Jharkhand and even Himachal were all washed while our work 

has managed to push mighty Ganges away from railway line. 

This not only saved railways money but also ensured continuity 

of movement of trains at normal speeds as against a 20 kmph 

lookout in other years. 

Core of this work was the idea to use released sleepers to build 

porcupines. Initially this appeared a near impossible task and 

one porcupine could be built in one day. There was no way the 

task of making 3000 nos. could be completed in time. The 

divisional team innovated  and used wire ropes to build the 

same pourcupine in 15 minutes. And, the result is there for all 

to see. 

 
 

To complete this risky work required about 13000 rail piling, 

moving 50,000 t of boulders for building spurs, toe walls, bed 

and slope, stone pitching over 14000 sq m and 3000 

porcupines built by using 20000 sleepers. Massive material 

movement was done in a limited time on face of a rising river. 

 

2. Safety of Trackmen and other operating staff 

working in yards 

Every year a number of railway men get run over by trains in 

the line of their duty. Malda Division took a resolve to 

eliminate such cases by introducing the following low cost 

inputs: 

(i) All Patrolmen were equipped with powerful LED Torches 

costing about Rs. 300 each. 

(ii) Retro – reflective Safety belts were introduced for 

Patrolmen at a cost Rs. 200 a piece. Effect is simply 

impressive. Now, no patrolman can be missed by a loco 

pilot. 

                                   
 



3. Eliminating cases of overshooting of signals  

To curb the cases of overshooting of signals following low cost  

innovations have been used: 

Provision of Calling on stop boards 

Diesel Loco pilots in long hood condition have difficulty in 

stopping train at home signal on calling on track due its short 

length, particularly on curves. This results in SPAD in some 

cases and is also a reason for anxiety amongst Diesel Loco 

Pilots. Calling On Stop Boards have been designed and 

provided at several Home Signal Locations. It makes a 

significant difference in distance estimation and correctly 

stopping within calling on track. Cost of Board is only about Rs. 

1800 a piece. 

                     
 

Line Marker Boards on departure signals to prevent 

false start- 

There have been instances of loco pilot starting a train when 

signal of an adjacent line was given. This has been a cause of 

accidents and loss of life. Malda Division has made Line 

Marking Boards and installed these at all Starter Signals of all 

the stations for easy identification of the line number of 

starting train to avoid confusion and mistake of loco pilots. 

Now assistant loco pilots announce the line number along with 

the aspect of the starter signal at stopping stations.  We have 

completely eliminated false start accidents. 

 
 

Rake Stop board-  

We detected that at some stations, due to introduction of trap 

point by CRS at a later stage, platform continued even beyond 

the trap point. At such locations, derailments occurred when 

shunting staff, borne out of habit, backed the train by looking 

at the end of platform. We have provided train stop boards at 

all such locations like Bhagalpur, New Farraka etc and 

eliminated such yard derailments. 

4. Prevention of Rolling down of trains 

The division suffered a serious accident due to rolling down of 

a stabled goods train. Such accidents could be avoided 

permanently by building consciousness amongst staff by using 

warning boards for stations with gradient steeper than 1 in 

500. We used an innovative scheme to build this consciousness 

at all levels. 

 

(i) Introduction of steel Skid and Safety Chains with pad locks 

and a system of daily  verification and surprise inspection 

by nearest officer or supervisor irrespective of 

department. 

(ii) Three level warning boards for station and running staff- A 

High Gradient Board has been provided at distant signal 

post, a warning has been painted on the wall in front of 

ASM and all such stations have been flagged on the 

system map before the section controller. These low cost 

inputs have helped in building a complete awareness and 

alert in the minds of all operation related personnel. 

 

5. Prevention of Level Crossing accidents 

Level crossing accidents are biggest killers on Indian Railways. 

Also, boom damages by road vehicles account for significant 

number of train punctuality losses. Malda division has taken 

some low cost innovative measure and  achieved a positive 

improvement- 

(i) Voice Based Warning System -has been provided in all busy 

Level Crossing Gates.  Gate man, before opening or closing the 

gate, operates the appropriate button on the console to 

announce warning for road vehicle in loud voice. This attracts 

the attention of drivers and makes them apply brakes as a 

reflex action. This modification costing about Rs 10000 per gate 

has helped in minimizing boom damages due to judgement 

errors on part of road vehicle drivers. 

      
Console For Voice Warning System.      Loud Speaker on Gate Hut. 

 

(ii)Introduction of False Boom: False boom is another low cost 

innovation to stop damage to LC booms. It is not aiming to 

provide an alternate boom but reduce the chances of boom 

breakage by road vehicle driver’s misjudgement.  Modification 

costs about Rs. 2800 per LC. Two light GI sheet projections are 

mounted on the boom which project for about half a meter 

beyond the boom. This is named as false boom. The moment 

and vehicle touches it, it breaks from below creating loud noise 

and the vehicle drivers apply brakes as a reflex which protects 

the real boom behind. In later locations, now three pieces are 

being used to control smaller vehicles. We have installed it at 

 



busy nine L. C. Gates. 

 
 

(iii) Painting of sleepers white and providing retro-reflective  

tapes on gate barriers   Lifting barriers and sleepers of all LC 

gates are painted with  retro-reflective paint for better 

visibility. In order to reduce the cost of retro-reflective 

material, hectometers are being provided with only a yellow 

strip at the top to work as a quick locator during night. Using 

complete retro-reflective material board for hectometer would 

have cost the division about Rs. 25 lakhs. We have attained the 

same goal within a few lakhs. 

 

6. Fire Safety 

Preparedness of Indian Railways at stations to tackle any 

sizable train fire is very limited as fire tenders cannot approach. 

Malda division has provided 50 kg trolley mount fire 

extinguishers and a 25 kg carriable fire extinguisher within a 

few lakhs, Rs 48000 for larger one and Rs 18000 for the smaller 

one, to provide a credible first level fire fighting preparedness 

for all types of fires. 

Fire Mock Drills are organised at stations to check the alertness 

and preparedness of frontline staff. More 25 kg Fire 

Extinguisher are now being provided at next tier of stations. 

 
 

7. MALDA  ANTI TOUTING PROCEDURE – 

Malda division has evolved a perfect anti-touting mechanism 

which is functioning at Bhagalpur, Malda and Jamalpur 

stations. At present, the system is functioning in a manual 

mode as given in the flow diagram in the box. 

Existing Manual Malda Anti Touting Procedure (Map) Process 

Flow: 
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Passenger In Stamping Counter Queue At Malda 

 

There is a plan to completely IT base this system for universal 

application. Flow diagram of IT based MAP system is given 

below. Cost of system for a 5 working window station is 

expected to be about Rs.5 Lakh. 

 

Planned IT Assisted MAP System Process Flow: 9. CENTRALIZED ENQUIRY KIOSKS: 
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Multiple Kiosks will be placed at suitable locations in Stations 

area but shall work LAN using a common data base. 

KIOSK Work Flow: 

 

  

   

  

   

       

  

  

 

 

   

  

 

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REPORTS:  LIST OF PROBABLE TOUTS ON MONTHLY 

BASIS BASED ON DAILY APPEARANCE. FOR CHECK. 

PRS HALL WORK FLOW WILL REMAIN SAME EXCEPT 

THAT THE FACE WILL BE VERIFIED BY RPF GUARD WITH 

PHOTO ID AND PRS SLIP. 

 

8. BAD BANK MARKERS: 

Malda division has about 42 km of bad banks prone to slippage 

due to soil condition and heavy rain affected area. There have 

been several instances including a serious express train 

accident due to sinking of bank on face of an approaching train. 

We have devised a preventive system to detect any 

movements in the bank slope by piling limited number of rails 

as markers. Patrolmen are trained to look at these during night 

and check for any early signs of slippage from below or above. 

This has also become an additional method of judging 

behaviour of bank over a period of time.  

             
 

There is a constant demand from small stations for opening 

enquiry counters which is not feasible due to manpower 

shortages.  Also, opening enquiry counters is very manpower 

intensive and its cost is not justified by size of such stations. 

The need of passengers can, however, not be overlooked. They 

flock the ASM’s room and interfere in him working. Malda 

division has introduced an innovative Centralized enquiry kiosk 

at 5 small but important stations, each at a cost of Rs 50000 

only. There is a counter in commercial control which gets a ring 

as sson as a passenger presses a button on the kiosk at remote 

station. Answer by the enquiry clerk is heard over loud 

speakers of the kiosk which satisfied many other passengers. 

Such kiosks are working ay New Farraka, Bariarpur, Tinpahar, 

Pirpainti and Cahalgaon station. Soon, five more stations will 

be covered. 

 
Centralized Counter at Malda Commercial Control. 

 
A passenger using centralized Enquiry KIOSK at New Farraka 

 

10. GARDEN VIEW PASSENGER LOUNGE  AT NEW 

FARRAKA STATION: 

We have constructed a passenger’s lounge with a difference at 

NFK station which caters to both sleeper class and upper class 

passengers. Lounge has facility of cable TVs, Coffee/Tea & 

Snacks, a PRS kiosk and a Centralized enquiry kiosk and in 

addition, a decor which gives an experience like airport 

lounges. It has glass windows both in front and back which 

over looks ever green NFK colony garden. All this at a cost 

under 8 lakhs from ground up. Enjoy some of the photo graphs 

and do see it when you pass through New Farraka.  A good part 

of cost is recovered by ads out side and inside the lounge. 
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Panoramic view of the Lounge. 

    
Upper Class.                                    Side Sleeper Class Side. 

 

11. PORTABLE MORTUARY: 

At all major stations with GRP post  its is a common sight that 

unclaimed dead bodies are kept in front of GRP post for 

statutory 72 Hrs for identification making it a gory sight for all 

passengers. Malda division has provided a portable 2 body 

mortuary at Bhagalpur at a cost of about Rs2 lakhs and solved 

this problem completely. 

                             
 

12. SITE MOCK DRILL PROCEDURE: 

Conventional mock drills of Railways’ disaster management 

and relief equipment focussed on how to mobilize fast. But, in 

times when railway accidents are rare phenomena, response 

after reaching site remains untested. Malda division developed 

a simple procedure to test and hone this aspect. A ‘SITE MOCK 

DRILL” was introduced in which, entire ART team of all 

department is gathered. ART and ARME are moved some 

distance on the same line and placed back. From the moment 

it comes to a stop, all teams act like clockwork and setup their 

stalls and equipment. Restoration team applies equipment to a 

test vehicle and derails and re-rails it. We began with 1 Hr 

and 30 mts and now we work at under 10 mts. This is a magical 

difference which at a site can make a tremendous difference.  

The concept has now become a regular practice and we have 

reaped the benefit when we re-railed a passenger train loco re-

railed on a rail fracture by six wheels and moved 1 meter away 

from track centre in 20 mts. After arrival of ART at site. This 

cost us nothing but has strengthened our disaster 

preparedness by a substantial measure. 

 

 
 

Malda division has explored the field of micro innovations and 

reaped rich dividend as improvement in passenger safety and 

comfort. Our motto is “SAFETY, COMFORT & PUNCTUALITY” to 

make rail travel a pleasurable and safe experience. 

 

******** 



MALDA DIVISION: JOURNEY FROM BOY TO THE MAN 

 

Shri Rajneesh Gupta 

Addl. Divisional Railway Manager, E.Rly, Malda. 

Ever since its inception in July 1984, Malda Division has been 

looked as a small Division of Indian Railways. However, the 

Division has grown up in stature in recent times and is ready to 

take off to new heights. 

The Division owes its existence to the former Railway Minister 

late Shri A.B.A.Gani khan Chowdhury whose presence can still 

be felt in the region. Although the formation of Malda Division 

was greeted by all as a herald of growth of the industries, yet 

little development took place in terms of growth of industries 

till recently. However the Division has grown leaps and bounds 

in terms of operations and revenue earnings. 

 

MALDA DIVISION IN PERSPECTIVE: 

Malda Division was crafted by bifurcation of HWH Division of 

E.Rly . The Division started operations by taking over Azimganj 

– Kiul and New Farakka - Malda Town sections of HWH 

Division. In fact part of the section from Chamagram to Malda 

Town was earlier in Katihar Division of NF railway and was later 

on merged with HWH Division.Malda Town station of the 

Division has a strategic importance as it is a gateway to the 

North Frontier states of the country. A large No. of passenger 

and goods train passes through Malda Division to serve NF 

states.  About 2.2 Km long Farakka Barrage (situated about 35 

Kms from Malda) is also an Engineering marvel to see. The 

Barrage not only regulates the flow of water of Ganges to 

Bangladesh but also provides water (through its feeder canal at 

New Farakka station) to Hoogli River to augment its capacity 

for navigation. The Barrage is one of the most vital structures 

of the region and, therefore, its operation and maintenance is 

ensured at the highest level by Farakka Barrage Authority. 

 

Following table presents  the Malda Division in brief : 

No.  Fy 12-13 

1 No of originating passengers 

(Million) 

35.432 

2 Passenger earnings (�Cr) 205.59 

3 Goods earnings (�Cr) 328.20 

4 Total freight loading (MT) 9.661 

5 Coal loading (MT) 5.517 

6 Cement loading (MT) 0.778 

7 Stone loading (MT) 3.055 

8 Others loading (MT) 0.470 

9 Track Kilometer 777.058 

   
 

 

No.  Fy 12-13 

10 Route Kilometer 447.62 

11 Single Line (Km) 283.40 

12 Double Line (Km) 164.22 

13 Mail/Express trains run (Pairs) 59 

14 Passengers trains run (Pairs) 46.5 

15 Block Stations 62 

16 Flag Stations 1 

17 Halt Stations 36 

18 Staff strength as on 

01.04.2013 

8849 

 

Tourism Potential : 

The Division runs through a large No. of places of tourists’ 

attraction. Following are some of these:- 

1. Malda: - Formerly known as English Bazaar (based on the 

name given by East India Company, in 1771) situated at the 

confluence of the Mahananda and Kalindri Rivers was known 

for major River port of the Hindu capital of Pandu. The Gour 

played as the capital for three major dynasties namely Hindu 

senas, the Muslim Nawabs and Buddhist palas. Gour, about 12 

Km. down in south Malda, right on Indo-Bangladesh border is 

one of the most important historical places of 14
th

 & 15
th

 

centuries. The relics that are particularly worth seeing are the 

Bara Sona Mosque, Dakhil Darwaja, Qadam Rasul Mosque etc. 

  

        
Bara Sona Mosque         Gaur 

  
Dakhil Darwaja             Adina-mosque 
 



 

 
Qadam Rasul Mosque 
 

3. Mandar Hill, Bhagalpur: - Situated about 30 Kms. from 

Bhagalpur, the hill is famous for its mythological background, 

that it was used for the Sagarmanthan. The marks of snakes 

around the hill used as the ropes can be seen. Most attractive 

feature of the hill is the lake at its peak. 

    
Mandar                         MANDAR hill temple 
 

4. Rajmahal: - A historical place in Sahib Ganj District of 

Jharkhand includes many historic places such as Neel-kothi, 

Jama-Masjid, Singidalon, China clay mines, Khaniyathan etc. 

Not to forget mention about Rajmahal - Howrah Rail link 

opened in the year 1859 which is the third oldest Rail link of 

Indian Railways. 

 
Rajmahal                     Neel-kothi 
 

5. Sultanganj: - 109 Km away from Baba Dham in Deoghar. It’s 

a village in Bhagalpur District. Also known as Ajgaibinath, 

located at bank of Ganga River, it’s a place visited every year by 

lacs of devotees of Lord Shiva known as Kanwariya, in Shravani 

Mela at Bidhynath Dham. 

 
Sultanganj                                    Bidhynath Dham 
6. Bhagalpur: - Known as silk city of Bihar is an important 

junction between Malda and Patna. It’s the third largest city of 

Bihar. It is famous for its Tussar Silk and Tussar Saree. The 

Gangetic dolphin found in Gangaq Basin in the region has been 

declared as the National Aquatic Animal of India by National 

Ganga River Basin Authority (NGRBA) and Vikramshila Gangetic  

Dolphin Sanctuary has been established near the town. 

**Besides, the Division is proud owner of the First Indian 

Railways Tunnel built in 1861 at Ratanpur station near 

Jamalpur, for construction of HWH – BGP – Varanasi Railway 

line. 

 

EARNING POTENTIAL :- 

(a)Passenger earnings: - The Division serves to 10 Districts of 

the three states of the country i.e. Jharkhand, West Bengal & 

Bihar. A large part of the Division has poor road net work and 

people depend heavily on rail net work for commutation. Due 

to high rate of illiteracy and low per capital income of the 

people, Division has to face the problem of ticket less 

travelling. Division has devised a systematic approach to tackle 

this problem by way of frequent ticket checking drives, 

manning of stations, and educating the passengers by way of 

PA system. The central theme of the approach adopted is to 

ensure that passengers do not board the train without ticket 

for which targeted stations are manned. However steps taken 

so far are not enough to completely eradicate the problem. 

Therefore, efforts are now being made in the direction of 

passing a message to all commutators that travelling without 

ticket in Malda Division has high risk. For this, Division has 

planned to strengthen manning at all major stations by way of 

hiring private security guards.    

Passenger earnings for financial year 2012 – 2013 were Rs.205 

crore. A large part of the Division is single line section and the 

work is in progress for doubling. At present Division runs 59 

pairs of Mail/Express and 47 pairs of passenger trains and 

there is overwhelming demand by the people to run many 

more Mail/Express trains to New Delhi & other major stations 

of the country. Among the prestigious trains being run over the 

Division are New Jalpaiguri-Howrah Shatabdi Exp, Kolkata- 

Guwahati Garib rath Exp, New Delhi-Bhagalpur Garib Rath Exp. 

Etc. Further, as large No. of daily commutators travel by train, 

Division has also the plan to operate DEMU services in future. 

Presently work is already sanctioned for construction of DEMU 

maintenance shed at Sahibganj in Jharkhand state. Further, 

Malda and Bhagalpur stations of the Division are being 

upgraded by way of adding more No. of platforms, FOBs etc. 

Shifting of Goods shed from Bhagalpur to Tikani is also planned 

which will create further space at Bhagalpur for maintenance 

of passenger services Rakes and help in running of more No. of 

trains. Keeping all this in view, it should not be difficult for the 

Division to increase its earnings by more than 100% in next 5 

years. 

 

(b)Freight earnings: - Malda Division has earned Rs 328 crore 

as freight earning in Financial Year 2012 – 2013 which is about 

2.7 times of Rs 120 Crore, five years before i.e. the year 2007-

08. Under the dynamic leadership of present DRM Shri 

Ravinder Gupta, Division has taken some innovative steps to 

see a revolution in growth in freight earnings. With two mega 

thermal plants of NTPC located at CLG (2600 MW) and NFK 

(2100 MW), there is huge requirement of coal. By special 

efforts made by the Division, the coal loading has gone up to 

5.517 MT in FY 12-13 which is more than 86% as compared to  



 

the last year. This has not only helped the Railways to earn 

more revenue, but enabled NTPC to run their plants at higher 

PLF. The remarkable efforts made by the Division has ensured 

quick turn around of the wagons and provided all necessary 

inputs to the vendors for quick loading. 

The Division also serves to the Gujarat Ambuja Cement plant at 

Tildanga and Sagar Dighi Thermal Power station of WBSEB at 

Poradanga. One more Cement plant of Sonar Bangla has come 

up at Gankar. Loading of Cement from this plant by Railways 

has already started from August 2013 and it is estimated to go 

up to about 20-25 rakea per month after full manufacturing 

capacity of the plant is achieved which is likely by the end of 

this financial year. 

Freight earnings of the Division is mainly attributed to 

following categories. 

Financial Year 12 – 13 

Coal 5.517 MT 

Stone 3.055 MT 

Cement 0.778 MT 

Others (Fly ash etc.) 0.470 MT 

 

**With the start of Gankar Cement plant and increased stone 

loading this year, Division is all set to  become a Rs.650 crore 

plus earning centre by end of FY 2013 – 14 (considering both 

passenger and freight earnings) which will remove the tag of 

“Small Division”. 

 

LETS MAKE IT BETTER : - 

Malda Division has followed the central theme of Eastern 

Railway aired by hon’ble General Manager, E. Railway Shri G. C. 

Agarwal. DRM Shri Ravinder Gupta has ensured that his team 

works on the principle of innovative approach to a problem to 

cut cost and provide latest technology for better amenities to 

the passengers. At the same time, the Division has taken many 

steps to ensure safe train operations which can be seen in 

other articles published in this issue. 

 

Following gives a picture of improvement in passenger 

amenities under Malda Division :- 

1. A waiting hall namely “Park View“provided for reserved 

passengers at PF No.1 of New Farakka station. It meets to the 

standards of Airport lounges. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

2. One first class Gents and one Ladies waiting hall each 

     provided at Bhagalpur Station.  

3. New Retiring Rooms provided at Barharwa station. 

4. One Deluxe Ladies Toilet, run by the Railways, provided at 

Bhagalpur. It is one of the cleanest Toilets     in   the city. 

5. Malda Anti Touting Procedure (MAP) started at Malda. 

    Bhagalpur and Jamalpur stations to flush out the Touts from 

    Tatkal reservation services. Today Malda Division can boast 

    Of being the Division free of Touts at these stations. 

6. Bhagalpur and Malda Stations are being upgraded to 

    Completely new standard. Addition of more Platforms and  

    FOBs, re-designing station building, providing escalator,  

    spacious circulating area, Electronic Reservation and  

    Advertising Boards, LCD display to relay train information are 

    the various activities being planned and executed. 

7. Food Plazas at Malda, Sahib Ganj, Bhagalpur, Jamalpur, 

    Sultan Ganj and Jangipur Stations in the Division have been  

    Planned. Food Plaza at Malda Station has already been 

    opened. 

8. Centralised Train Enquiry System introduced in the Division 

    to connect with the passengers to control room of Malda to  

    get information about all the trains.    

9. Ladies Help Line no started at Malda Control room for 24  

    Hour’s assistance to the ladies passengers. 
 

CHILDREN RAIL MUSEUM(CRM): - 

Division has planned to start a Children Rail Museum at Malda. 

The Museum will display the antique Railway items and run a 

toy train for the children. It will educate the children about the 

Railways. The Museum will help the Railways in better 

communication with its passengers. 

 

******** 
 


